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Introduction
The study of astrophysics is a relatively new discipline in the sciences. Though astronomy has
been around for thousands of years, in the last several decades technology has been developed which
allows us to look at the heavens in wonderful new ways. Observatories exist all over the world that
observe the cosmos in every wavelength visible to the human eye, and most that are not. From radio
waves to gamma rays, we observe the sky in as many wavelengths and energies as we can in the hope of
gaining new insight to the forces that make our universe tick. This project concerns the analysis of the
Blazar 1ES1218+30.4 in the high energy spectrum. This blazar is of special interest because it contains a
mechanism which has potential to allow astrophysicists to measure the extragalactic background light,
and thus gain a better understanding of blazars and other gamma ray emitting objects. The focus of this
project is to improve the observed spectrum of 1Es1218+30.4 in energies above 1 TeV.
My interest in astrophysics came to fruition when I spent the summer of 2009 in southern
Arizona as a student research assistant for the VERITAS telescope array outside of Tucson. I was part of
a team of students, scientists, and technicians whose job was to relocated one of the four telescopes to
another on-site location. The intricacies of the hardware, the physics involved in the telescope system,
and the prospect of gaining insight into the universe’s deepest secrets caught my attention. After
successfully moving the telescope to the improvement of the resolution of the array, I decided to pursue
a senior project in the other side of astrophysics: science data analysis. I wanted to experience the end
product of such a state of the art system and contribute to the ever growing pool of astrophysics
knowledge. This accumulation of knowledge and reliable scientific data helps astrophysicists come to
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conclusions about our universe and learn more about the mechanisms that lie behind the behavior of
the largest systems of matter and energy in the cosmos.

Theory
Gamma Rays and AGN
Electromagnetic radiation is all around us; it is something we experience every day. From the
light that we see, to the infrared that warms us up, to the UV rays that burn our skin, we understand
much about light from our experiences with it here on Earth.

Of course, we are aware of

electromagnetic radiation in bands that we cannot see. Going to longer wavelengths than visible light,
one gets infrared radiation, microwaves, and radio waves. Shorter wavelengths than the visible eye can
see include UV, x-rays, and gamma rays. This project is about the observation of the latter, the gamma
ray, with a powerful telescope array system. To get a grasp of the energy associated with gamma rays,
we start with a discussion of the photon’s energy. We know that the energy of a photon is given by

eqn. (1)

Here, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and λ is the wavelength of light. For typical visible
light at 550 nm, the energy of a single photon is 2.25 eV. The unit eV is for electron-volt. This unit of
energy is convenient for measuring energies of photons. 1 eV is the energy gained by an electron
moving through one volt of electric potential; it is equivalent to 1.6x10-19 Joules. Typical x-rays have a
wavelength of around 0.1 nm, giving them an energy of 12 keV. Unlike most other classifications of
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electromagnetic radiation, gammas do not fit into a small range of energies. Because they are the high
energy end of the spectrum, gamma rays only have a lower energy limit, and can have as much energy
as the process that created them allows. The least energetic gammas are around 100keV. From there,
the sky is the limit, so to speak. For this project, gamma rays are observed at the TeV range. This is on
the order of 1012 times more energetic than visible light.
In nature, gamma rays are created in a variety of ways. One of the most common is through
atomic nuclear decay and subsequent de-excitation of the atomic nuclei.

However, this project

concerns very high energy gamma rays emitted from sources outside our galaxy. Sources of gamma rays
in the cosmos are supernovae, quasars (quasi-stellar objects), blazars, and others. Specifically, I am
looking at gamma rays from a blazar, 1ES1218+30.4. Historically, blazars have been objects of much
mystery. Originally, astronomers noticed some objects in the sky behaving very oddly. These quasars
were very bright, concentrated sources of light, unlike an extended galaxy; however, they were
considered to emit too much energy to be a star. Another class of quasar, called a blazing quasar, or
blazar, was also discovered. They are even more concentrated, and they have a varying flux of emitted
photons. Astrophysicists eventually determined that quasars, blazars, and a class of galaxy called seyfert
are all actually the same type of object, known as Active Galactic Nuclei, or AGN. AGN are galaxies with
a super massive black hole in the center. This black hole accelerates matter toward itself, forming an
accretion disc which is a torus containing gas and other materials, rapidly spinning around the black hole
as particles fall into it. The black hole also emits extremely large jets of plasma along its axis. The cause
of these jets is as of yet unknown, but it is believed that the acceleration of particles near the black hole
is a factor. The jet consists of plasma moving at relativistic speeds, and is itself very bright.
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AGN are observed as a variety of objects, ranging from seyfert galaxies to blazars, yet they are
all the same type of object. What causes the difference is the angle at which they are viewed from
Earth. Because these objects have a huge jet of plasma, emitting a very high flux of radiation, from
gamma rays down to radio waves, the objects can look very different depending on the angle of the
viewer to the jet. If the jet is 90 degrees from the viewer, then the radiation from it is all but invisible.
The jet cannot be seen in gamma wavelengths, and the observer just sees a seyfert galaxy. However, if
the jet is pointed straight at the observer, at 0 degrees, the light from the galaxy is completely flooded
out by the amount of non-thermal radiation coming from what we now call a blazar. At other angles,
the object is known as a quasar. It still drowns out the light from the host galaxy, but the viewer is still
not looking “down the barrel of the gun”, so to speak. In these cases, if the galaxy is not completely
drowned out and can still be observed, it is called a seyfert II galaxy. Figure 1 demonstrates this
concept.
Blazars come in a variety of shapes and sizes as well. Because the blazar is required to have the
jet pointed directly at the Earth, they are a less common type of AGN, consisting of only 5% or less of all
AGN. There are two general types of blazars: Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQ), and BL Lac objects.
FSRQ’s display a strong set of emission lines, while BL Lac objects do not. The object of this report, the
blazar 1ES1218+30.4, is a BL Lac object.
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Figure 1: A crude rendering of an AGN, and what we see when we view it from a variety of angles. The observer
seeing the disc from its side would view it as a seyfert galaxy, while viewers looking down the jet or at an angle
between the plane of the galaxy and the jet will see a blazar or a quasar, respectively.

The Relatvistic Jet
Because the plasma in the jet is moving at relativistic speeds, observers on Earth view the
material to be moving faster than the speed of light, or at superluminal velocities. This only works when
the jet is viewed at an angle, not head on. The reason for this comes from the geometry of the
situation. Suppose we view the jet coming towards us at an angle φ. At some time t1, the material
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sends a photon towards Earth and then continues moving along its path. Some time later, at t2, the
material sends out another photon directly at Earth. Because of relativistic effects of the material,
observers on earth will see the two photons arrive at a time Δt different from Δt1 = t2-t1. This difference
in the observed Δt leads the observer to view the material as having a velocity greater than c, the speed
of light.
Another effect of the relativistic jet is Doppler Beaming. Because the time between two photon
events is observed differently on Earth than it happened in the jet, the time between events is viewed as
compressed. This causes the luminosity of the source to be increased by a factor of δ, where

eqn. (2)

Here, γ is the Lorentz Factor and β is v/c, c being the speed of light. For jets pointing at us, the
luminosity is enhanced by more than just Doppler Beaming.

Radiation from the source is also

concentrated because of an effect known as relativistic aberration, where angles appear smaller than
they really are due to the objects moving at relativistic speeds. These two effects coupled with red and
blue shifting due to the velocity away or towards the observer, cumulate in an overall relativistic
beaming effect. This alters the observed luminosity of the blazar in the following way:

L = δ3+αL’

eqn. (3)

L is the luminosity as seen by the observers on Earth, L’ is the luminosity in the reference frame
of the relativistic jet, and α is a power dependent on conditions of the blazar. This effect makes a jet
pointed at us appear much brighter, and consequently, a jet pointed away from us much dimmer. In the
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case of AGN where the jet is visible, only the jet pointed at us is visible, while the one pointed away from
us is much dimmer if visible at all.
We see an interesting spectrum of light from the relativistic jet associated with AGN. The
Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) features two main humps: one in the UV or x-ray energy band, and
the other in gamma ray. The gamma rays created in the jet can reach energies up to TeV, being the
highest energy photons we have seen so far. The source of the lower energy band from the jet is
primarily thought to be synchrotron radiation. This light is emitted when an electron or other charged
particle is accelerated in circular motion. Synchrotron radiation is common on earth as we use particle
accelerators. Electrons move in circular motion when they are subject to a magnetic field whose
direction is perpendicular to the velocity of the electron. This acceleration causes the electron to emit
light. The light emitted from synchrotron radiation is linearly polarized, which matches the observed
light from the jet. This explanation is the only known reasonable cause for such a polarization. This
phenomenon is responsible for a very bright x-ray spectrum from blazars.
The cause of the gamma rays emitted from a relativistic jet is not fully known. There are a few
plausible theories on their origin, however. One explanation of the source of radiation from the jet is
reverse Compton scattering. Relativistic electrons can interact with lower energy photons and actually
transfer energy to the photon via this collision, making what was once a less energetic photon, a gamma
ray. The question this raises is, which less energetic photons are being reverse Compton scattered to
become the gamma rays that we see? One theory is that the electrons interact with the synchrotron
radiation which is responsible for the lower energy peak of the SED. This theory would help explain a
connection between simultaneous flares of the x-ray and TeV range peaks. Other theories of the origin
of the reverse Compton scattered light include most other aspects of the AGN: the torus, the accretion
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disc, and the surrounding clouds are all candidates which must send photons into the jet in order to be
upscattered and become gamma rays. These alternate sources are a good explanation for blazars in
which the high energy peak is in the GeV, not TeV. This explanation is called the Leptonic Model,
because electrons are directly involved in the production of the gamma rays.
Another theory for the generation of gamma rays in the relativistic jet is known as the Hadronic
model, and it involves protons. The theory is that protons can also be accelerated into the jet, and
under the right circumstances can interact with either a less energetic photon or another proton to
create pions. These pions are heavy particles which decay. They can decay into gamma rays directly or
they can turn into muons and neutrinos. Alternately, it is possible that gamma rays are produced by
synchrotron radiation from the protons directly. Current models combine these likely explanations of
gamma ray emission of an AGN’s jet to try to fit spectral measurements. Known as the Hybrid Model,
this is the most promising model yet, for obvious reasons.
Gamma Rays and EBL
Now that we know a little about how gamma rays are created, what AGN are, and what
constitutes a blazar, it is time to discuss the obstacles that gamma rays face on their trip from an AGN to
Earth. Space is, after all, not quite just empty space. There exist huge dust clouds and other physical
obstacles to radiation travelling in the interstellar medium. While dust clouds are not much of a
hindrance to gamma rays, they block other types of light. Beyond dust clouds, space is filled with
background light.

This comes in many categories.

The most famous is the Cosmic Microwave

Background, which is known to be leftover photons from the Big Bang. However, there are backgrounds
of virtually all wavelengths of light as well. There exists an Infrared background, a UV and optical
background, a radio background, and even x-ray and gamma ray backgrounds. These background
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photons are generated by starlight, supernovae, and other nonthermal processes throughout the history
of the universe. For photons that are energetic enough, a collision with one of these background
photons could cause pair production to occur. This is when the energy of the two colliding photons is
converted to an electron/positron pair. This of course means that the gamma ray which was once on
track to hit Earth’s atmosphere is now converted to a particle which isn’t stable or is bent by the
intergalactic magnetic field and will miss the Earth. For the collision of two photons to cause pair
production, their energies must at least match the rest mass energy of the particles being created. The
product of their energies, then, must be greater than or equal to 2m e2c4, but this is for the most optimal
case, where the photons collide head on. We must then include a factor of θ, the angle between the
colliding photons’ trajectory. The final equation describing this interaction is:
eqn. (4)
Since I am interested in gamma rays of the TeV range, this means that any background light of
the Infrared or higher energy range can cause this effect. It is most likely, then, that the cosmic infrared
background and the cosmic UV and optical background are going to contribute to this electron/positron
pair production. In combination, these backgrounds are known as the EBL, or Extragalactic Background
Light. EBL is known to come from stellar sources, and from absorption and re-emission of light by dust
clouds and the like. These sources are somewhat understood and research is currently being done to
model them. So, we can get a pretty good idea as to what amount of EBL is out there, given the
distance to a source. From there, we can extrapolate how much of the flux of gamma rays from the
source are going to reach Earth. For sources very far away, where the redshift is greater than about 0.5,
we would expect to be unable to observe gamma rays from those sources.
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VERITAS background
Gamma Ray Detection
I have discussed how gamma rays are created in blazars, and how they get to us here on Earth.
Once they are here, we ask, how do we detect them? The answer is not a simple one, by any means.
There are multiple ways to detect gamma rays, from ground based Cerenkov telescopes to space based
satellite detectors. I used data from a ground based Cerenkov telescope array called VERITAS, an
acronym for Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System. Veritas is also the Latin word for
Truth. The telescopes are located at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in southern Arizona
because the desert provides an environment with clear skies and little light pollution. VERITAS works by
measuring Cerenkov light from gamma rays hitting the atmosphere. Gamma rays collide with atoms in
the upper atmosphere, commonly creating an electromagnetic shower of gamma rays of lower energy
along with electron/positron pairs, and giving these particles a huge amount of kinetic energy. These
electrons have enough energy to be moving faster than the local speed of light. The speed of light in a
vacuum is 2.9979x108 m/s. In any other medium, the speed of light is affected by the refractive index of
the medium. If the refractive index of any medium is n, then the speed of light in that medium is

eqn. (5)

The refractive index of a vacuum is 1, the lower limit to n. This allows a medium to slow light down, but
not to allow the speed of light to be greater than c. So the electrons created by gamma rays hitting the
atmosphere can indeed move faster than the local speed of light in the atmosphere. This is what
creates Cerenkov radiation. It is often compared to a sonic boom created by something moving faster
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than the speed of sound. The particle creating the light is actually moving faster than the light. The
effect is a cone shaped shower of radiation, propagating toward the ground. The Cerenkov radiation
created by these relativistic electrons is usually in the UV band, but can also be blue light. This shower
of light is collected by ground based Cerenkov telescopes. Gamma rays are not the only things that can
cause these Cerenkov showers. Cosmic rays, which are very energetic protons or helium nuclei, are also
energetic enough to cause Cerenkov radiation from the hadronic shower, but the shower created by
protons and gamma rays are different enough that they can be filtered out by software after the initial
detection. These cosmic ray showers are distinct from gamma ray showers because of the particles they
create when they interact with the atmosphere. Cosmic rays are charged hadrons that send a shower of
quarks that are many times more massive than electrons. Their showers are much more spread out
than showers created by gamma rays. Gamma rays are bosons which have no charge, so due to
conservation of charge, the particles they create must have a net charge of zero, hence the positrons
and electrons. Because electrons and positrons have such little mass compared to quarks, they produce
much thinner, defined showers.
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Figure 2: A gamma ray (shown in violet) incident on the atmosphere pair produces. The electron and positron pair
featured in blue and red respectively move at speeds greater than the local speed of light. The Cerenkov radiation
is emitted by the electron and positron (shown as green arrows).

Each of the four VERITAS telescopes consist of a dish of hexagonal mirrors, allowing the mirrors
to fit together tightly and not leave any gaps. The mirrors are 61 cm across, and the overall telescope
dish is 12 meters wide. These mirrors are spherical and each have a focal point of their own, but are
arranged so the overall dish has a focal point of half the focal length of each individual mirror. This
allows the light reflected by the mirrors to go to the focal point of the overall dish. Light is reflected to
different points on the camera based on the angle of incidence on the mirrors. Light is reflected by the
mirrors and is gathered at the camera, placed at the focal point of the dish.
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Figure 3: Light incident on the dish is collected at different points on the camera based on the angle at which the
light hits the dish. In the figure, light coming straight down is gathered at a different point on the camera than is
light coming in at an angle θ from vertical.

The camera is made up of an array of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT’s). PMT’s can capture single photons
and transform them into a digital signal for a computer to read out. A single photon is incident on what
is typically a scintillator, which then releases an electron as the photon ionizes an atom in the
scintillating material. This electron is then influenced by an electric field created by a high voltage
source. Small plates called dynodes are placed in succession along the phototube. These dynodes are
held at successively higher voltages, until they reach the anode at the end of the tube. The electron will
collide with these dynodes as it makes its way down the tube. Each collision releases about three
electrons to continue down the tube. If there are ten such stages, then by the time the electrons reach
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the anode, what was one electron, is now 310 electrons. These electrons are numerous enough to
create a small current at the anode. This current is usually collected in a capacitor and the voltage read
out. This small voltage still needs further amplification for it to be a readable digital signal. The voltage
across the capacitor is sent through a pre-amp and then an amplifier. The PMT’s and preamplifiers are
located in the camera in the case of the VERITAS telescopes. The power supplies, amplifiers and other
electronics are in a trailer located next to the telescope. Once the signal is amplified, it is converted to a
digital signal by a Fast Analog to Digital Converter, or FADC. From there the electronics are designed to
filter out real signal from insignificant noise. The signal is sent to a set of triggers that only allow the
signal to continue on if it is reasonable that they are real signals. For example, one trigger checks to see
if nearby PMTs also have a signal, because a real shower would surely hit more than one PMT. Another
level of trigger checks to see if multiple telescopes saw the same thing. If the signal is not captured by at
least two or more telescopes, it is disregarded. If a signal satisfies all the triggers, another piece of
hardware called the harvester gathers the digital data from the telescopes and stores it as a file to be
used in the software analysis.
Because of its location in southern Arizona and the prevalence of monsoon thunderstorms in
July and August, VERITAS is shut down during those two months. The telescopes are up and running and
data is being collected for most of the other ten months of the year. Because Cerenkov light showers
are very dim, observations do not typically happen when the moon is out. Observers typically wait for
times when the moon is below the horizon to do observing. Also, observations cannot be taken if it is
too cloudy. Clouds can disrupt a signal if they are in the way of the source, but can also alter the
background light by absorbing and reflecting light in unforeseen places.
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Moving a VERITAS Telescope
In the VERITAS array, the telescopes are placed in a particular pattern to optimize the quality of
the data. The resolution of a telescope array is given by

eqn. (6)

where λ is the wavelength of radiation and B is the maximum separation between the telescopes. In
individual telescopes, B is related to the radius of the telescope alone. This explains why an array of
telescopes provides a much better resolution than a single telescope. One telescope can only be so big,
but several telescopes can be placed hundreds of meters apart if necessary. Because the resolution is
also proportional to the wavelength, telescopes that look at higher wavelength radiation such as radio
waves benefit greatly by having arrays of telescopes rather than individual ones. Radio telescope
networks actually operate hundreds of miles apart for incredibly good resolution. For VERITAS, the
layout was not optimal, because the first telescope (T1) was intended to be more of a temporary
prototype rather than the first of many telescopes at the site. Because of this, the fourth telescope was
placed too close to T1 for the resolution to be as optimal as possible. Because they were so close
together, they were only able to see a nearly identical view of the sky. Effectively, it was as if there was
only one telescope in place of the two. In the summer of 2009, the VERITAS team relocated T1 to the
other side of the facility in order to optimize the array. I was part of the team moving the telescope.
Aside from moving the 12 meter Optical Support Structure and telescope base, the most challenging
part of the project was to organize and reattach the signal cables. Each of the 499 PMTs in the camera
has its own signal cable. The signal cables as well as the power supply cables were run up the arms of
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the telescope to the camera. During the summer monsoon season there are frequent lightning strikes in
the area, so the cables are detached from the electronics during this time to protect the computers.
VEGAS Analysis Software
Light from the showers is focused by the mirrors, detected by the PMTs and stored as digital
data by the subsequent electronics. From there, it is up to software analysis to determine what we
actually saw. At this point we have nothing but triggered events. We need to determine which events
were real gamma rays, which were other cosmic rays, and which were just background noise. The
software we use to do this is called VEGAS, short for VERITAS Gamma-ray Analysis Suite. It runs in
several stages, the first of which being Stage 1. Stage 1 analyzes the laser file, which is a file created to
correct for any inconsistencies in the camera. It calculates a calibration correction. Then Stage 1 gathers
all the digital data and converts it from digital counts back to photoelectrons. VEGAS Stage 2 is a bit
different. It is responsible for identifying shower events. It looks for an “island” of PMTs which all saw
the same burst of light. It determines how many photoelectrons were observed in the island, and
subtracts the background to get a number of events in the island. It calculates the island’s size, length,
width, center, and the direction on the camera from which the gamma rays came. After Stage 2 is
complete, Stage 4 is run. There is something of a Stage 3 hidden inside of Stage 2, but it is not run
separately. Stage 4 is designed to reconcile the data from all four telescopes in the array. It determines
the energy of the shower events, and the zenith angle and azimuth angle of the shower. Zenith is the
angle from where the shower was detected, and azimuth is the horizontal angle of the shower,
measured from north. Stage 4 also calculates how far from the center of the VERITAS array the shower
hit the ground. The parameters of this stage can be altered to optimize the effectiveness of VEGAS for
finding information on the showers. VEGAS has a Stage 5, but that is not used in my analysis. Stage 6 is
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the final stage. It brings everything together to make conclusions about the source. This is where the
analysis of the blazar itself comes into play. Stage 6 produces graphs of the spectrum emitted from the
Blazar being observed, as well as maps of the significance of the signal over all data runs. It prepares
documents describing the background and how significant the signal is compared to the background.
The inputs to Stage 6 are the mean scaled width and mean scaled length cuts, and the ring size cut. The
ring size cut is used to select “ON” events in the field of view of the telescopes. It defines a circle inside
of which the on events are defined, and outside of which the off events are observed and counted. The
size of the ring size cut determines how many events will be counted as being from the source. Making
this cut larger allows more events to get in, but also more background. Because I am looking at events
in the higher energy spectrum and there are fewer of those events, I do not want to allow the
background to be too big. Making the ring size cut smaller is useful for cutting out background at higher
energy levels. The mean scaled width and length parameters define the size of showers the software
will select. Keeping the mean scaled width small is good for cutting out cosmic ray showers because
their size tends to be larger.
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Analysis

The blazar 1ES1218+30.4 has previously been analyzed using what we call the standard analysis.
My goal is to improve aspects of that analysis with a new analysis. The standard analysis so far has
produced a spectrum that goes to about 2 TeV. The new analysis should be able to improve that
spectrum by increasing the counts at high energy and decreasing the background, giving us one or more
data points beyond the 2 TeV threshold.
VERITAS mostly observes 1ES1218 in 20 minute observation runs. I analyzed 82 of those runs,
spanning from 2008-2009. The runs I analyzed are the following:
/d20081229/43777
/d20081229/43778

/d20090131/44348
/d20090131/44349

/d20090203/44458 /d20090227/44731
/d20090203/44459 /d20090227/44732

/d20081229/43780
/d20081230/43812
/d20081230/43814
/d20090107/43956
/d20090107/43961
/d20090108/43967
/d20090108/43968
/d20090108/43969
/d20090125/44151
/d20090125/44153
/d20090129/44275
/d20090129/44276
/d20090129/44277
/d20090129/44278
/d20090129/44279
/d20090130/44314
/d20090130/44316
/d20090131/44343
/d20090131/44345
/d20090131/44347

/d20090131/44351
/d20090131/44352
/d20090131/44353
/d20090131/44354
/d20090131/44355
/d20090201/44378
/d20090201/44379
/d20090201/44381
/d20090201/44382
/d20090201/44383
/d20090201/44385
/d20090201/44386
/d20090201/44387
/d20090201/44389
/d20090202/44427
/d20090202/44429
/d20090202/44430
/d20090202/44431
/d20090202/44439
/d20090202/44444

/d20090203/44460
/d20090203/44464
/d20090203/44465
/d20090204/44474
/d20090204/44475
/d20090204/44476
/d20090204/44477
/d20090204/44478
/d20090204/44479
/d20090204/44480
/d20090205/44491
/d20090205/44492
/d20090205/44493
/d20090206/44508
/d20090219/44587
/d20090221/44647
/d20090226/44704
/d20090226/44706
/d20090226/44707
/d20090227/44730

/d20090227/44733
/d20090227/44735
/d20090227/44736
/d20090227/44737
/d20090301/44795
/d20090317/44907
/d20090317/44908
/d20090317/44910
/d20090323/45065
/d20090323/45067
/d20090323/45068
/d20090323/45069
/d20090323/45070
/d20090323/45071
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These runs are organized by date taken and an ID number. This run list was taken from the
VERITAS wiki on 1ES1218 analysis. The total observation time included in this analysis is 22 hrs, 28 min,
and 12 seconds. I chose only runs which were taken in good weather, as determined by the observers
on site.
First I used a perl script to take the 1ES1218 files and make a batch of executable condor files.
Perl is a programming language which is useful for writing scripts that run other programs to process
data, so a scientist can think about more important things than pressing “enter” over and over. There is
one condor file associated with each of the 1ES1218 data files. Condor is a queue that allocates
processors on a series of computers. We use it to run the VEGAS program for many files at the same
time. Even though the computers only have enough processors to run a few files at once, condor
handles the queue of files so that the user doesn't have to wait around to run them one at a time. I
used another perl script which condor uses to run VEGAS for stages 1-4. This perl script, called
run_vegas_standard.pl, contains the instructions for running VEGAS with whatever parameters are
needed. By changing the instructions, I can make VEGAS run the standard analysis or the new analysis,
called Hfit. Under Hfit, parameters are changed to reflect how much signal the software considers. The
Hfit looks at shower events that fall partly out of the telescope.
An event that comes in at a more extreme angle than the camera is able to capture fully will fall
only partly into the camera, and the rest of the shower light will miss. Such partial events are treated
differently by the standard analysis. The field of view of the telescope is 1.5 degrees, and it looks for the
centroid of any shower event, cutting out those which lie outside of 1.43 degrees. However, I used
HFit_50 and Hfit_65 for the new analysis. The 50 and 65 parameters instruct VEGAS on how much of
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the shower needs to be captured in the camera for it to consider it as signal. For instance, HFit_65
includes any shower events that fall at least 65 percent on the camera. As the data was run, it became
clear that HFit_65 was in fact the better of the two choices for HFit parameters. The HFit_50 performed
poorly in comparison to the HFit_65 and the standard analysis. In light of this, the remainder of this
analysis of 1Es1218+30.4 will use HFit_65 to compare to a standard analysis.

Stage 2 takes the longest to run, because it goes through many iterations of a calculation. Stage
2 can take upward of seven hours to run for a single file. After running into problems, such as certain
files failing to run, etc, I decided to run Stage 4 separately from Stage 1 and 2. I also had VEGAS run all
the laser files first to avoid further complications. Once those files were finished, Stage 1 and 2 simply
needed to access the outputs from the laser files instead of running them all over again. Stage 2 outputs
a log file that contains a report of everything Stage 2 does, as well as cataloging where any errors that
occurred. Once I had a solid set of files run for Stage 2, I moved on to Stage 4. Stage 4 is where the
optimization changes were made. I ran a full set of Stage 4 for the standard analysis so I could have
something with which to compare my results. Similarly to Stage 2, Stage 4 produces log and error files.
Stage 4 also creates root files with the output data. Root is a framework for analyzing vast amounts of
data very quickly. It is run in Linux and is a very powerful tool for astrophysics and other disciplines that
require processing of much data. Root is also used in Stage 6 to create the graphs, charts, and images
relating to the source. I also changed the parameters given in Stage 4 to reflect HFit_50 and Hfit_65,
and ran those separately. Now I had three separate directories with the results of VEGAS through Stage
4.

Next, I needed to run Stage 6 for each of the Stage 4 sets. I used yet another perl script to
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instruct VEGAS on which parameters to include and how to use them. There are three variable
parameters used by Stage 6 which I altered to attempt to optimize the outcome. The first is the ring size
parameter. This option changes the size of the “source region.” The program counts events inside the
ring as source counts and everything outside the ring as background. As the ring is made smaller, the
software will inevitably start cutting out real events, but it will also cut out more background. Making
the cut too large will lead to too much background being added in as real counts. The second parameter
I changed is the Mean Scaled Width Upper. This parameter sets an upper limit to the width of showers
to be included as gamma ray events. As discussed earlier, cosmic rays create showers much like gamma
rays do, but theirs are usually much less compact. Larger showers are probably due to cosmic rays, not
gamma rays, and therefore were excluded by setting a proper Mean Scaled Width Upper bound.
Similarly, the last parameter to be changed is the Mean Scalded Length Upper. This limits the length of
the showers to be consistent with photon showers. I tweaked these three parameters with my HFit_50
and HFit_65 files to optimize the spectrum at high energy.

Optimizing on Crab Pulsar
The ring size, Mean Scaled Width Upper, and Mean Scaled Length Upper cuts are optimized
using the Li Ma optimization equation. The Li Ma equation calculates the significance given the on
events, Non, the off events, Noff, and α, the coefficient that scales the background area to the area of the
ring size cut. Optimization is done by changing the three optimization parameters and feeding the
resulting Non, Noff, and α into the Li Ma equation. From there it is simple to explore which values for the
parameters provide the greatest significance. The Li Ma equation really requires the signal excess,
which is calculated by the following:
NExcess = Non - αNOFF

eqn. (7)
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I need the 3% On Excess to use the Li Ma equation correctly, because 1ES1218+30.4 has a spectrum with
approximately 3% of the Crab’s flux. This 3% refers to 3% of the flux from the Crab nebula, a bright
gamma ray emitter which is often used as a reference in astrophysics. The 3% On Excess is give by the
following:
NExcess3% = 0.03NExcess + αNOFF

eqn. (8)

where the background is given by:
NBackground = αNOFF

eqn. (10)

Finally, and without any further ado, the Li Ma equation gives the following for the significance of a 3%
Crab object, a category under which 1ES1218+30.4 falls:

eqn. (11)
The parameters had already been optimized for the overall spectrum, but my intention was to
optimize it for the high energy, around 1 TeV and greater. The optimized cuts for the overall spectrum
were as follows:
Ring size: 0.11
Mean Scaled Width: 1.04
Mean Scaled Length: 1.35
The standard analysis created the spectrum with five bins, the fifth having an energy of 1.5 TeV.
Because I wanted to get maximize the significance beyond 1.5 TeV, I began optimizing the parameters
for bin six. I started at a theoretical optimization of the following for the parameters:
Ring size: 0.13
Mean Scaled Width: 1.08
Mean Scaled Length: 1.19
These are the cuts used in the standard analysis. To optimize the parameters without bias, I used actual
data from the Crab nebula for the optimization. First I optimized the ring size cut by running Stage 6
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several times, changing the ring size cut each time. Once that was optimized, I moved on to the Mean
Scaled Width cut and finally the Mean Scaled Length cut. The following chart shows the process:

Ring Size MSW MSL 3% Sig.
0.13
1.08
1.19
1.923
0.12
1.08
1.19
2.035
0.11
1.08
1.19
2.097
0.1
1.08
1.19
2.032
0.11
1.09
1.19
2.097
0.11
1.12
1.19
2.006
0.11
1.06
1.19
2.216
0.11
1.04
1.19
2.249
0.11
1.02
1.19
2.140
0.11
1.03
1.19
2.222
0.11
1.05
1.19
2.208
0.11
1.04
1.35
2.390
0.11
1.04
1.5
2.349
0.11
1.04
1.3
2.340
0.11
1.04
1.33
2.390
0.11
1.04
1.37
2.390
Figure 4: Using the Li Ma equation to optimize the ring size, mean scaled width and mean scaled length cuts. The
optimized parameters were 0.11, 1.04, and 1.35, respectively.

The optimized cuts are highlighted in bold and underlined. Interestingly enough, these parameters are
the exact same parameters for the overall optimization. In essence, the parameters that optimized best
for high energy also optimized best for all energies. This was slightly disappointing because I had hoped
to find cuts that worked better for higher energy so I could bring the spectrum out to higher energies.

1ES1218+30.4 Results
Once I reached this optimum set of parameters, I ran them with the data from 1Es1218+30.4.
First, the standard analysis was run. The spectrum was comparable to the spectrum other scientists
have obtained. The spectrums shown in figure 5 consist of a spectrum from 1ES1218+30.4 obtained
previously by VERITAS scientists on the left, and a spectrum of my standard analysis on the right. The
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spectral indexes of the two are the same within the uncertainties. The spectrum on the left has its most
energetic bin on the 2 TeV mark, while mine goes to 2.5 TeV. This difference is due to a difference in
binning. My analysis uses fewer bins and must distribute them accordingly.

My standard analysis of 1ES1218+30.4 resulted in the following significance distributions. Of
note is the probability of the background data fitting a Gaussian, given by 7.085x10 -18. This extremely
low probability is probably due to the excess of events on the negative significance end of the Gaussian.

Figure 5: The spectrum of 1ES1218+30.4 obtained from the VERITAS website (Left), and the standard analysis from
my work (Right). The analysis from the VERITAS website has a spectral index of -3.07±0.09 compared to my
standard analysis which has a spectral index of -3.001±0.107.
http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/content/view/236/72/
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Figure 6: The significance distributions for the standard analysis. Included are distributions for all bins, significance
minus the source, significance minus stars, and the significance minus all exclusions, which is just the background.

The significance distribution for the HFit_65 analysis was much better in terms of the background data
fitting a Gaussian. As seen below, the significance distribution minus all exclusions has a probability of
2.405x10-2. This is 16 orders of magnitude better than my standard analysis.
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Figure 7: The significance distributions for the HFit_65 analysis. Included are distributions for all bins, significance
minus the source, significance minus stars, and the significance minus all exclusions, which is just the background.

The significance maps for the standard analysis and the HFit_65 analysis are nearly identical. They show
a very significant, bright center surrounded by simple background. This bright dot is of course the jet of
1ES1218+30.4, pointed straight at Earth.
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Figure 8: The significance map for the standard
analysis. Significance as a function of
right ascension and declination.

Figure 9: The significance map for the HFit_65
analysis. Significance as a function of
right ascension and declination.

Clearly, the naked eye does not perceive a difference between the two figures shown above, but should
one examine the spectra of the two analysis techniques, one would see a difference. Before I show the
spectrum of each analysis, the RBM analysis will be shown below. The RBM plot, like the significance
map, gives the reader an idea of the signal vs. background from 1ES1218+30.4. There is not a great
interest in the RBM plot other than this fact. In the RBM plots, the signal is seen in red, while noise is a
clear blue color. The x axis of the RBM plot is in units of theta squared, so going out along the axis
shows how the signal dies down as one moves away from the center of the jet. A significant difference
that lies between the significance maps and the RBM plots is the units. The RBM plots are in counts;
recall that the significance maps are indicated by statistical significance, not simple counts. For example
it can be seen that in the RBM standard plot, there are about 110 counts right at theta equals zero. The
next plot down is the RBM plot for HFit_65, which shows a count of 115 at the center. This is not a very
great increase in counts, but it is enough to show that the HFit_65 analysis is already improved and that
small increases can add up to an improved analysis overall.
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Figure 10: The RBM analysis plot for the standard cuts shows the signal in red and the background in blue as a
function of theta squared. This demonstrates how the signal drops of very quickly as the angle from the center
increases.

Figure 11: The RBM analysis plot for the HFit_65 cuts shows the signal in red and the background in blue as a
function of theta squared. This plot indicates more counts in the center of the jet than the standard RBM plot.
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The spectrum obtained by VEGAS for the standard analysis shown above in figure 5 contains one
more data point than the spectrum obtained for the HFit_65 analysis. This is due to the standard
analysis binning the last few events at a lower energy level. HFit_65 bins the events at higher energies,
but spreads them out over a few bins. Because they are so spread out, there are not enough counts in
each bin to give a significance high enough to be worth including. As a result, the spectrum obtained by
HFit_65 has its highest data point at an energy of 1.5 TeV, which is lower than the max energy obtained
by the standard analysis.

Figure 12: The spectrum as obtained by the HFit_65 analysis. The flux is plotted as a function of energy in units of
TeV. This linear correlation is a result of the log/log graph. It is a power law equation that fits this curve.
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One thing to notice with the spectrum of HFit_65 in comparison to the standard analysis spectrum is the
probability of the line fitting the equation. In the standard spectrum, the probability is give as 0.2537.
This compares to the probability of the HFit_65 curve being 0.6543. The probability increased from
about 25% in the first case to about 65% in the new analysis.
Because the counts at energies about 1.5 TeV are not grouped together enough to make a
significant bin, I grouped them together manually. Stage 6 outputs data for the spectrum which includes
the bins, the energy, the counts, alpha, and more. I used this data to construct another data point for
the spectrum.
Bin
+ 1
+ 2
+ 3
+ 4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Energy error
δ Flux
Non
0.3946 0 2.9e-07 3.06e-08 205
0.6253
0 7.57e-08 8.84e-09 99
0.9911 0 1.6e-08 2.82e-09 45
1.571
0 4.97e-09 1.06e-09 26
2.489
0 5.56e-10 2.82e-10 6
3.946
0 2.18e-10 1.39e-10 4
6.253
0 1.05e-10 6.99e-11 3
9.911
0-4.76e-12 2.15e-12 0
15.71
0-5.28e-13 5.28e-13 0
24.89
0 2.19e-11 2.29e-11 1

Noff Nexcess
62.70 142.30
12.23 86.77
6.45 38.55
2.05 23.95
1.14 4.86
0.87 3.13
0.39 2.61
0.20 -0.20
0.04 -0.04
0.04 0.96

RawOff
627.00
311.00
164.00
52.00
29.00
22.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
2.00

Alpha Sig
0.1
13.17
0.03933 14.80
0.03933 9.47
0.03933 8.66
0.03933 3.08
0.03933 2.36
0.03933 2.52
0.03933 -0.44
0.03933 -0.20
0.01865 2.06

Low Edge
0.3162
0.5012
0.7943
1.2589
1.9953
3.1623
5.0119
7.9433
12.5893
19.9526

High Edge
0.5012
0.7943
1.2589
1.9953
3.1623
5.0119
7.9433
12.5893
19.9526
31.6228

The shaded table rows show that the bin was included in the spectrum graph. According to the data,
bins 5, 6, and 7 are not significant enough to be counted, yet they contain a total of 13 counts which are
therefore unused. I combined these three bins to form one bin with a weighted average energy and an
integrated flux. The weighted average equation I used to find the energy of the new bin is as follows:

eqn. (12)
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The E’s are the energies given by bins 5, 6, and 7 respectively. Plugging in the appropriate values from
the spectrum data, I calculated the energy of the new bin to be 3.846 TeV. This is greater than the
energy of the highest bin in the standard analysis, which was only at 2.49 TeV. To calculate the flux at
this energy, I used the following equation:
eqn. (13)
In this equation, ea is the effective area, and expT is given for the total exposure time. The sum
of the NExcesses is for bins 5, 6, and 7. I needed to find the average effective area, weighted by the number
of counts in each bin, similar to finding the new energy. The equation used to find <

> is given by the

following:

eqn. (14)
Plugging in the appropriate values yielded a value of 8.29x10-11 for the <ea>expT term. Thus, the flux for
the new bin is calculated to be 8.79x10-10 ± 2.99x10-10 TeV-1m-2s-1. The uncertainty in the flux is simply
given by the equation:
eqn. (15)
The uncertainty in the sum of the excesses is determined by taking the square root of the sum of the
counts for each bin. This equation is given as:
eqn. (16)
In eqn. 16, N is the number of counts for a particular bin. The uncertainty in the flux, therefore, was
calculated to be 2.99x10-10 TeV-1m-2s-1. The Energy, flux, and δflux are given by the Stage 6 output above
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for the first four bins. My calculation of the new fifth bin enabled me to make the following new
spectrum for the HFit _65 analysis shown in figure 15.

Discussion
The results of the HFit_65 VEGAS analysis of 1ES1218+30.4 including my by-hand addition of the
fifth point in the spectrum follow. First I graphed the HFit_65 Spectrum by itself in Figure 13 including
the newest data point. Next, I compare the HFit_65 Spectrum with the standard analysis spectrum on
the same graph in Figure 14.

Figure 13: The HFit_65 spectrum with the added fifth bin. The power fit to this graph has an index of -2.805
compared to the index of -3.024 in the HFit_65 analysis alone. The power fit line for the four original points is
shown in red, while the new fit is shown in blue.

The newest data point shifted the power law fit curve up a bit, increasing the index from -3.024
in the case of the four data points supplied by VEGAS to -2.567 for the HFit plot I created by adding the
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fifth point by hand. I graphed the new HFit_65 spectrum against my standard analysis spectrum to
compare the results. The slope of the curve is shallower in the HFit_65 spectrum than in the standard
spectrum. Also, the last data point goes to a higher energy, which is the desired result for this analysis.

The standard analysis of 1ES1218+30.4 was unable to obtain a data point higher than 2.49 TeV
due to a lack of resolution, a problem that software cannot fix. The higher energy events were counted
in the last bin as a set of events with energy lower than they actually had. The HFit_65 analysis
reconstructed those counts to higher energies. We new wonder whether it overestimated the correct
energy associated with the most energetic counts. The problem with this was of course that the counts
at those higher energies were so low that they lacked the significance required to be counted as a true
data point. I then recombined those last three energy bins to one bin with a better representation of
the true energy of the events. The HFit_65 analysis didn’t end up having more energy bins than the
standard analysis, but it did provide a more accurate placement for the energy of those counts. Because
of this, the energy spectrum has been expanded under the HFit_65 analysis.
Because of the nature of the relativistic jet found in AGN, there is an upper limit to the energy of
photons that can be created in them. As the spectrum goes further and further out, eventually it will
taper off and fall to zero. In regards to the blazar 1ES1218+30.4, this limit has not yet been reached. In
fact, there exists a theoretical shoulder on the EBL, which would increase the flux at some energy
threshold, which may explain the increase of flux in my newest spectrum data point. The most
energetic spectrum data point obtained in the HFit analysis actually brings the slope of the power trend
line up, not down. This indicates that the maximum energy limit to 1ES1218+30.4 is not in sight yet.
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Conclusion
I used a set of 82 files of observation data to analyze the blazar 1ES1218+30.4 with the intention
of obtaining better results than have been previously obtained with the standard analysis. Specifically, I
used the HFit analysis to bring the energy spectrum out to higher energy than had been done before.
Previously, the highest energy obtained by the standard analysis was 2.49 TeV. My analysis pushes this
data point beyond the 2.5 TeV level to an energy of 3.846 TeV.
With data like this, astrophysicists can gain a better understanding of the extragalactic
background light and even a measurement of it. Because the EBL hinders a flux of gamma rays from
reaching earth, a better measurement of the spectrum from blazars such as 1ES1218+30.4 is a stepping
stone to measuring the EBL. Similarly, a complete measurement of the EBL would increase our
understanding of Active Galactic Nuclei and the mechanisms under which they create gamma rays, and
what the true cause of the relativistic jet is.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Run List:
/d20081229/43777
/d20081229/43778
/d20081229/43780
/d20081230/43812
/d20081230/43814
/d20090107/43956
/d20090107/43961
/d20090108/43967
/d20090108/43968
/d20090108/43969
/d20090125/44151
/d20090125/44153
/d20090129/44275
/d20090129/44276
/d20090129/44277
/d20090129/44278
/d20090129/44279
/d20090130/44314
/d20090130/44316
/d20090131/44343
/d20090131/44345
/d20090131/44347
/d20090131/44348
/d20090131/44349
/d20090131/44351
/d20090131/44352
/d20090131/44353
/d20090131/44354
/d20090131/44355
/d20090201/44378
/d20090201/44379
/d20090201/44381

/d20090201/44382
/d20090201/44383
/d20090201/44385
/d20090201/44386
/d20090201/44387
/d20090201/44389
/d20090202/44427
/d20090202/44429
/d20090202/44430
/d20090202/44431
/d20090202/44439
/d20090202/44444
/d20090203/44458
/d20090203/44459
/d20090203/44460
/d20090203/44464
/d20090203/44465
/d20090204/44474
/d20090204/44475
/d20090204/44476
/d20090204/44477
/d20090204/44478
/d20090204/44479
/d20090204/44480
/d20090205/44491
/d20090205/44492
/d20090205/44493
/d20090206/44508
/d20090219/44587
/d20090221/44647
/d20090226/44704
/d20090226/44706

/d20090226/44707
/d20090227/44730
/d20090227/44731
/d20090227/44732
/d20090227/44733
/d20090227/44735
/d20090227/44736
/d20090227/44737
/d20090301/44795
/d20090317/44907
/d20090317/44908
/d20090317/44910
/d20090323/45065
/d20090323/45067
/d20090323/45068
/d20090323/45069
/d20090323/45070
/d20090323/45071
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